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The Gross-Kohlitz Formula 

Robert F. Coleman 

§ 0. Introduction 

Our intent in this note is to give a relatively self-contained and not 
completely ad hoc proof of the beautiful formula discovered by Gross and 
Koblitz [G-K] expressing Gauss sums in terms of Morita's p-adic gamma 
function. In fact we give two proofs. 

The first is nothing more than a reorganization of that given by Boy
arski in [B], who observed that the Gross-Koblitz formula could be re
covered easily from results in a series of papers by Dwork. In this proof 
one makes use of Dwork cohomology spaces of the most elementary sort. 
These spaces are ultimately connected to the geometry of the Fermat curves 
but this connection is neither made explicit nor used in this note (see the 
appendix however). Unfortunately, this proof fails to work when p=2. 

Our second proof was motivated by the first. It is more elementary 
in that it avoids the Dwork cohomology. Also, it does work when p=2. 

A key ingredient in both proofs is formula (9) of Section II below, 
which is a formal version of Euler's integral representation of the classical 
gamma function. Other proofs of the Gross-Koblitz formula may be 
found in [K] and [L]. 

We will now state the Gross-Koblitz formula. Let N donote the 
natural numbers and N* the positive integers. Let p be a prime. Let CP 
denote the completion of an algebraic closure of Qp, the field of p-adic 
numbers. Let q= p 1 where f e N*. Let Fq denote the field of order q 
contained in the residue field of CP. Lett: Fq--+CP denote the Teichmiiller 
character on Fq. That is, t(x) is the unique element of CP which reduces 
to x and satisfies t(x)q = t(x). It is a multiplicative character on Ft- Fix 
a solution of 7rP- 1 = -p in C P' and let (. denote the unique pth root of 
unity in Cp satisfying 

[(.-(1 +1r)[<[1r[. 

Set for x e Fq 
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Then w/x) is 1a non-trivial additive character on Fq. For b E Q/Z, we let 
<b) denote its representative in [O, 1). If (q- I)b=O we set 

gq(b)= - I; t(x)Cl-q)(b>cvq(x). 
xEFq 

Then gq(b) is a Gauss sum. We also set 

f-1 
Sq(b)=(p- I) I; <pib). 

i=O 

Note that this is the sum of the p-adic digits of (q- I)<b), and so lies in 
N. 

Next for n E N*, set 
n-1 

I'p(n)=(- It IT k. 
k=l 

(k,p)=l 

Morita [Mo] has shown and we shall show below that I'P extends 
uniquely to a continuous function on Zp. The Gross-Koblitz formula is 
now 

In the last section, we use this formula together with the Gauss multip
lication formula to deduce generalizations of the Hasse-Davenport relation 
for Gauss sums. In the appendix we compute the Frobenious matrix of 
the Fermat curves in two ways. 

I. Standard Results 

§ 1. Mahler series 

Let M denote the GP-vector space of series of the form 

Form EN, the series F(m) has only a finite number of nonzero terms and 
hence converges. In fact the map F(z)i-+(mi-+F(m)) gives a bijection be
tween Mand the space of functions from N into CP. Henceforth we shall 
identify these two spaces. Since the latter space has a natural ring struc
ture, so does M. We define for Fas above 
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.A 00 rn 
F(T)= I: F(n)-

n=o n! 

as a power series over CP. Both"*" and""" give bijections from M onto 
Cp([T]], the ring of power series over CP" 

Lemma 1. Let Fe M. Then 

d A ------ .,.,,,,......._ 

i) T dTF=TF(z+ l)=zF(z); 

ii) F* +---~---F* = (F(z+ 1))*; 
dT 

iii) exp (T)F*(T)=F(T). 

Proof 

Td A OO T" OO T" OO T" 
-F(T)=I:F(n) . -I:(nF(n))-=TI:F(n+I)-
dT n=O (n-1)! n=O n! n=O n! 

which proves (i). Next if F(T)= j; b,.(~), 
F*(T)+__!_F*(T)= I: bn(_!:_+ rn-i ) 

dT n! (n-1)! 

=(I:b,.((~)* +(n::1)*)) 
=(I:b,.(T;1))* =F(T+I)*. 

Here we used the continuity and linearity of"*". This gives (ii). Finally, 
using (i), (ii) and induction, we have 

( :T )"(exp (T)F*(T))lr=o=exp (T)F(T +n)*lr=o 

=F(n) -----=F(T +n)lr=o 

( d )"A = dT F(T)JT=O· 

This gives (iii). 

If r e R , we say Fe M has radius of convergence r if the series F(z) 
converges for all z e Cp, Jz-Nl<r. By the open disk of radius r we 
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mean the set {z e Cp: lzl<r}. 

Proposition 2. Let r e R and H e M. Then H has radius of converg
ence riff H* has radius of convergence Max{r 11P, r}. 

Proof. Suppose z e Cp and lz-Nl<r. Then 

(1) 

Now suppose 

l(~)l=lnl! llz(z-1)· · ·(z-(n-1))1 

<l_!_I {r[n/p], n! rn ' 

if r<I 

if r> l. 

Then H*(T) has radius of convergence s iff 

(2) ~tn~o 
I ' n. 

O<t<s. 

As H(z) must equal t
0
bn(~) the proposition follows from (I) and (2). 

§ 2. The Dwork exponential 

Now fix a solution 1. of 1.P-1= -p in Cp. Let exp (T) denote the 
exponential power series. It is well known that exp (T) converges on the 
open disk of radius 11.I, Set, for q e N*, 

0q(T)=exp (1.T-1.P). 

Then, a priori, this series converges only on the open disk of radius one. 
However, 

Lemma 3 (Dwork). Let q=p 1 for some f e N*. The series 0q(T) 
converges on the open disk of radius 

IPl(l-p)/pq 

and is bounded by one on this disk. Moreover, 
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where R=Zp[rr]<:;CP. 

Proof As (}q(T)=(}p(T)(}p(I'P)· · ,(}p(TP'-'), it suffices to prove the 
lemma for q=p. First it is well known that exp (T) is bounded by one 
on the disk of radius I rrJ. Second it is well known that the Artin-Hasse 
exponential 

has coefficients in ZP and hence converges on the disk of radius one where 
it is bounded by one. Now, 

(4) 

so (}p(T) converges on the intersection of the disks of convergence of all 
the terms on the right-hand side and is bounded by one on this disk. An 
easy calculation shows that this disk has radius at least 

min {IPl-11<p-1i, I pJ<n<p-1)+1-p•)tn•(p-l)}= I pJ<l-p)tP•. 
n;e2 

The congruence (3) follows immediately from ( 4) and the fact that 
exp (rrT) e R[[T]], since it is bounded by one on the unit disk. 

For x=;t=O in the residue field of CP let t(x) denote the unique root of 
unity of order prime top whose reduction is x. We also set t(O)=O. This 
coincides on Fq with the "t" defined in the Introduction. 

Lemma 4 (Dwork). Let q = p 1 for some f E N*. Then for x E Fq, 

(}q(t(x))=mq(x) 

where mq is as defined in the Introduction. 

Proof First we observe that 

(}q(T)P=exp (rrp(T-P)). 

Since exp (rrpT) converges on a disk of radius greater than one, the func
tion (}q(T)P is the composition of the functions exp (rrpT) and T- P. It 
follows that if x e Fq, 

Hence (} q(t(x)) is a p th root of unity. Since different p th roots of unity are 
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not congruent modulo rr:2 the rest of the lemma follows immediately from 
(3). 

Now for be Q/Z, we let (b) denote its unique representative in the 
interval 10, 1). Suppose q=p 1 is such that (q-l)b=O. Then it follows 
from the previous lemma that 

(5) gq(b)= - ~ e<l-q)(b>Oq(e). 
eq=e 

In fact, if 

00 

Oq(T)=~Anrn 
n=O 

we have from (5), 

Corollary 4.1. (1/(l-q))gq(b)= ~;= 0 A<q-l)(r+<b>)· 

(6) 

II. The p-Adic Gamma Function 

We first define an element Ge M by setting 

G(pn+a)=(-1r+a pn(n!) e Z* 
(pn+a)! P 

for a, n e N, O<a<p. For Fe M, a e N, O<a<p, we set 

so that r aF e M. For a Laurent series 

00 

H(T)= ~ anTn, 
n=-= 

and a natural number q>O, we set 

,frq(H)(T)= ~ aqryr· 
r=-oo 

Note that: 

'V1'qtp(F(T),frp(G(T)))=,frq(F(TP)G(T)) 

and 

,frq(F(P)G(T))=F(T),frq(G(T)). 
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Proposition 5. For a e N, O<a<p and Fe M we have 

Proof Clearly 

,yp(F(11:·nr-a)= i:. 1/:pn+a F(pn+a)rn 
n=o(pn+a)! 

=(-11:)ai:, (-l)a(11:P-l)nn!F(pn+a) (11:T)n 
n=o (pn+a)! n! 

=(-11:)af (-It+apnn!F(pn+a) (11:T)n. 
n=o (pn+a)! n! 

The result follows. 

Corollary 5.1. ,yp(Op(T)T-a)=(raG)*(rrT). 

27 

Proof If we take F= I in the previous lemma then F(rrT)=exp (11:T) 
and so 

(7) 

Now multiply on both sides by exp ( - 11:T) and apply Lemma I. 

Corollary 5.2. The Mahler series r aG has radius of convergence 

IPlc1-pJ/p+11cp-1J> I 

if p > 2 and 121 if p = 2. The Mahler series G has radius of convergence 

IPll/p+l/(p-1) 

ifp>2 andl4I ifp=2. Moreover,for z in the domain of convergence of G, 
IG(z)l=I. 

Proof We use Proposition 2 and Lemma 3 together with the fact 
that ,/J'p raises radii of convergence to the p th power. The last statement 
follows from the corresponding fact for Op(T). 

Now, set, as Mahler series 

I'p(z)=-G(z-1)- 1 p>2 

and 

I'p(z)=(- l)l<z+1>t2lG(z- 1)-1 p=2 
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where {*} denotes the 2-adic integral part.*> It is easy to see that I' p(z) 
has the same radius of convergence as G and that 

(8) 
n-1 

I'p(n)=(-l)n n k 
k=l 

(k,p)=l 

for n e N*. Formula (7) now becomes 

which can be thought of as a formal version of Euler's integral representa
tion of the classical I'-function. 

Suppose a e N and 

a=a1+a1-1P+ · · · +a1p 1- 1 

where O<ai<p. Then we set S(a)=a1+a2+ · · · +a 1. 

Corollary 5.3. Let a be as above and q=p 1. Then 

(10) 

where 

Ga(z)=(-;r)BCa) )] G(piz+ tp'-iai) 

=ra,(Gra,(Gra.(· · -Gra/G)· · ·)))(z). 

Proof As ,frq(Oq(T)T-b)=,frq1p(Oq1p(T)(,frp(Op(T)T-b))) and 

,frp(PP F(T))= Tn,frp(F(T)), 

the result follows from Proposition 5, Corollary 5.1 and Lemma 1 by in
duction. 

Corollary 5.4. Ga(z)= r;;=0 (Aqn+an!/n-")(~)-

Proof This follows immediately from Lemma 1 and (10). 

Proposition 6. The function I' p(z) satisfies, on its region of converg-
ence, the following functional equations 

*> This proof of the existence of the I'-function is essentially the same as that of 
Barski, [L] p. 82. 
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and 

(12) 
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I'p(z+l)= P {
-zI' (z) 

-I'p(z) 

jzj=l 

jzj<l 

I'p(z)I'p(l-z)=(-1) 1<•> 

29 

where l(z) is the unique element in {l, 2, · · ·,P} such that [z-l(z)j<I ifp>2 
and l(z)={(z+2)/2} if p=2. (Here{*} denotes the 2-adic integral part.) 

Proof. The functional equation (11), for z e N* follows immediately 
from (8). Since I' p(z) is analytic on a finite union of disks, each of which 
contains infinitely many elements of N, these equations hold for all z in 
this region. 

Next let H(z)=I'p(z)I'p(l-z). Then 

H(z+l)=I'p(z+l)I'p(-z)={-;~:~ :~ ::::: 

using (11). It follows that for z e N*, 

H(z)=(- l)t<•HH(l)=(- l)k<•> 

where k(z)=(z-[(z-1)/p])=l(z) mod 2. The result now follows for all z 
by an analytic density argument as above. 

Corollary 6.1. Suppose be Q/ Z such that (q - l)b = 0. If 
a= (q- l)(b), then 

Proof. As 

we have 

where r,= 1 if p is odd and r,={(2-(p'b))/2} when p=2. Using the 
functional equation (12) where 
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Now Sq(b)=a 1 +a 2 +-··+a 1 , where ai=p(pi-lb)-(pib). Hence 
(pib)= ai modp. As -p<-ai<O, l((pib))= p-ai when p>2 and so 
in this case ri= I and ((pib))+ri= -ai modp. Whenp=2, 

{ (2ib~+2 }+{2- ~2ib) }=2+{ i }+{- 2ai }=-ai mod 2. 

The result follows in both cases. 

III. Dwork Spaces and Operators; First Proof, p > 2 

For be Q/Z, let (b) denote its unique representative in [O, 1). Sup
pose < b) = j /m in lowest terms. (In the future when we write an equation 
of the form (b) == j/m we will mean that ,i, m e N and are relatively prime.) 
We define the map lb: M-+CP[[T]] by setting 

llH)(T)=H*(nTm)T 1• 

Fix m e N*, (m, p)= I and set for Fe CP[[T]] 

as 

and 

we have 

(14) 

Td D=-+mnTm 
dT 

<jJq(F) = ,fr q(8 q(Tm)F) 

D=exp (-nTm) TJ exp (nTm) 
dT 

<pq=exp (-nTm),frq exp (nTm) 

Lemma 7. Let be Q/Z. Suppose (b)=j/m. Then 

for Fe M. 
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Proof By Lemma 1, 

DlbF=exp (-trT"') Ta exp (1rT"')F*(1rT"')T1 
dT 

= exp ( - trT"') Ta F(trT"')TJ 
dT . 

/',._ A 

= exp (- 1rT"')(m(TF)(1rT"') + jF(trT"'))T 1 

--------= exp ( -trT"')(mT + j)F(trT"')T 1 

=((mT + j)F)*(trT'"')Ti. 

31 

We define the subspace Lb of Cp[[T]] to be the subspace consisting of 
all power series F of radius of convergence strictly greater than jirj- 11"' 

which satisfy 

(13) H(eT)=oJH(T) 

for any mth root of unity e. 
Also let M 1 denote the subspace of M consisting of all Mahler series 

of radius of convergence strictly greater than one. It follows from Proposi
tion 2 that lb: M 1 :::::;Lb. We now have immediately from the previous 
lemma, 

Corollary 7.1. DLbCLb and Lb/DLb is one-dimensional. 

For the rest of this section we suppose p > 2. 

Proposition 8. For Fe M, be Q/Z, (b) =j/m, a==-p(b)-(pb) and r a 

as in Section II we have 

(15) 

Proof This is just a direct translation of Proposition 5 into our curr
ent language. 

Thus on the Mahler space, the Dwork operator looks like a twisted 
multiplication by -I'p(I+z)- 1• 

Corollary 8.1. If (b=j/m), (m,p)= 1, then <ppLpb<;;_Lb. 

Proof Let Fe M. It follows immediately from Corollary 5.2 that 
r a(GF) has radius of convergence strictly greater than one, as p>2. The 
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corollary is thus an immediate consequence of (15) and the fact that 
lb: M 1-+Lb is an isomorphism. 

At this point we have the commutative diagram 

where a=p<h)-<ph) and <Ph)=j'/m. Now for HE M 1 we have 

H(z)=H(- ~) mod (mz+j)M 1. 

Hence 

In fact we have 

<j;p(Ti') = <pplpb(l))= (fir a(G)) 

=lb(raG(-<h))) modDLb 

=.liG(-<ph))(-rr)q) modDLb 

=(-rr)qG(-<ph))T 1 modDLb. 

Corollary 8.2. Suppose q =pf, f E N *, and ( q - I )b = 0 E z. Then 
the eigenvalue of <pq acting on Lb/DLb is Gcq-t)(b/-<h) ). 

Proof This follows by induction from the previous result using 
the fact that (q-I)<h)=af+af_ 1p+ .. ·+a 1pf- 1 where ai= 
P<Pi-1b)-<pib). 

Theorem 9 (Gross-Koblitz). Let b E Q/Z, q= pf, (q- I)b=O. Then 

(Recall 

gq(b)= - I; .sct-q)(b>Oq(.s).) 
eq=s 

Proof We will compute the "trace" of <pq acting on Lb in two differ
ent ways. Set a=(q-I)<h). 

First we deduce that 
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<pqDnTJ = qn Dn<pqT' 

=.qnGa(-<b>)T' modDn+ILb. 

Hence the trace of <pq on Lb, with respect to the "basis" {DnT'}, is 

(16) 

On the other hand, if we write 

= 
Oq(T)= L, AnTn 

n=O 

then 

= "E, A(r, k)Tmr+J 
r=O 

where A(r, k)=Aqr+a-k· Hence the trace of <pq with respect to the "basis" 
{Tmr+J} is 

= = 1 
"E, A(k, k)= "E, Acq-1)k+a=--gq(b) 
k=O k=O l-q 

by Corollary 4.1. We shall show that, at least for these two "bases", the 
trace is independent of the choice of basis. The theorem will follow from 
this and Corollary 6.1. 

The vector space Vn = Lb/ Dn Lb has dimension n and the image of 
{DixJ: 0:SJ<n} is a basis for Vn. It follows that the image Bn of {(rrTm)ix1 : 

O<i<n} is also a basis. By (14) and Corollary 8.1, <pq acts on these 
vector spaces and, by what we showed above, 

To complete the proof it suffices to check that 

(17) ~~112 ( Trace (<pq; Vn)- ~: A(k, k)) = 0. 

For this we will estimate this trace using the basis Bn. Set 

(rrTmyp 
J.)r = ~---'--. 

r! 
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We have 

Clearly 

r I (T) = I: i! bi(~) mod (mT + j)n r ,=o 1 

for some bi e Z[l/m]czP since the polynomials i! (f) are monic. Hence 

using Lemma 7 again 

n-1 

pq(vk)=l:: B,lr, k)vr mod nnLD 
i=O 

where 

(18) ordP (Bn(k, k)-A(k, k))>min (ordP (A(r,_ k) ))· 
r~n ~r k 

Meanwhile, the fact that Oq(T) is bounded by one on the disk of radius 
IPl<1-pJ/pq implies 

so 

ordP (A(r, k)) >(qr+a--ki- 1 +(r-k) - l 
~r-k pq p-1 

>r(p-1 __ l_)+aP-l+k(-1 __ p-1) 
1 p-1 pq p-1 pq 

>n( p;l - p~l) 
for r>n. Since p>2, (p-1)/p-1/(p- l)>O, so the right-hand side of 
(18) tends to infinity with n which establishes (17) and proves the theorem. 

IV. Second Proof 

By Corollaries 4.1, 5.4, and 6.1, to prove the Gross-Koblitz formula 
it suffices to prove 
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(19) £: Aqr+ar!(-<b))= £: A 
r=0 'Kr r k=0 (q-l)k+a 

where a=(p-I)<b) and Oq(T)= l::;::'=oAnP. For this set 

(20) Ga(z)= £: Aqr+ar! (z). 
r=r nr r 

We have seen in Section II that this is a Mahler series with a positive 
radius of convergence if O<a<q. From the relation 

We deduce that 

In particular for a e N, the series Ga(z) has a positive radius of converg
ence. Set A(r, n)=Aqr+(q-1)«b>+n>· 

Lemma9.1. Setan=(q-l)(<h)+n). Then 

Gan(--(<b) +n))=Gan+/-(<b) +n+ 1))+(1-q)A(0, n). 

Proof Let <h)=J/m. Set k=ms+J, s>O. Then we have the 
relation 

We shall expand this out. The left-hand side equals 

~ 00 

,frq E (kAn+mnAn-i)Tnm+k= E (kAqr+a,+mnAqr+a,-i)Trm+k 
n=O r=O 

00 

= I:; ((ms+J)A(r, s)+mnA(r+ 1, s+ l))T"m+k. 
r=O 

The right-hand side equals 

qD(t
0 
Aqr+a,Tmr+k) = j; (q((mr+k)Aqr+a, +mnAqcr-i+a,l)Tmr+k) 

= I:; q((m(r+s)+ j)A(r, s)+mnA(r- l, s))Tmr+k. 
r=O 

Comparing coefficients yields 
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-(<;+s) A(r, s)=A(r-1, s+ 1)-q( (b)~r+s A(r, s)+A(r-1, s)). 

Hence 

A(r, s)r! (-(<b)+s)) 
'Irr r 

-{(b)+s) A(r, s)( r! (-{(b)+s))) 
1r -1rr-1{(b)+s) r 

A(r-1, s+ l)(r-1)! (-((b)+s+ 1)) 
'Irr-I r-1 

+ A(r,s)r! (-((b)+s+l)) 
q r r 

7r 

-qA(r-1, s)(r- l)!(-{(b)+s+ 1)). 
'Irr-I r-1 

Now summing both sides from r= 1 to oo gives us the lemma. 

Proof of (19). Let a= (q- l)(b). Then by induction we have 

n-1 
Ga(-(b))={l-q) ~ A(O, r)+Ga,.(-((b)+n)). 

r-o 

As A(O, r)=Aqr+a, it suffices to prove 

(21) lim Ga,.{-((b)+n))=O. 

From (20), clearly 

ordP Ga,.( -( (b) +n)) >min (ordP A(r, n) + ordP r !- -'-) 
r;,;o p-1 

>min ((qr+an)p-l +ordPr!--'-) 
r;,;o pq p-1 

=min(,( p- l -- 1-) +ordP r! 
r;,;o p p-1 

+n (p- l){q-1) +a p-1) 
pq pq 

. ( (p-1 1 ) >mm r -----
r;,;o p p-1 

+ordPr!+n(l- !)(1-~))· 
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As r((p-1)/p- l/(p- l))+ordPr!> -1/2 for all p, this last expression 
tends to infinity with n which proves (21) and so also the Koblitz-Gross 
formula. 

V. Final Remarks 

Corollary 5.2 implies that for z, z' e Zp, 

I'p(z)=I'p(z') mod(z-z')Zp 

if p>2 and 

(z-z') I'z(z)=I'lz') mod - 2 - Zz. 

From this we can deduce Stickleberger's theorem for the "leading term" 
of the Gauss sum, 

where ai=P<Pi- 1b)-<pib). Another immediate corollary is 

We shall now recall the Gauss multiplication formula for the p-adic 
gamma function and, as Boyarski recommends [B], derive some of its 
consequences for the Gauss sums. For a=(a 0, a1) e ZPXZ and x E Z; 
we set 

so that (x, a)>--+xa is a bilinear, bicontinuous pairing from Z; X (Zp X Z) 
into z;,with Z given the discrete topology. Clearly xa=xa, modp. We 
consider Z as a subgroup of ZP X Z embedded diagonally. Also set 

a' =(p- l)a0 +a 1 E Zr 

If n e Z such that na0 E Z, then 

Next for b e Qp, let <b)P denote its unique representative mod ZP in 
[O, 1) n Q. Finally, for x e Qp we set 

(x-1 /x-1) /x-1)) A(x)=(Ao(x), Ai(x))= p-\ p P' p\ p 
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so that A'(x)=((p- I)/p)(x- I)+ <(x- I)/p). Clearly, A(x) is continuous 
inx. 

Theorem 10. Let n e N, (n,p)= 1. For x e Zp we have 

Moreover, 

(22) if I' P(_!_) = I' p{l/2)2((n-l)/2)( - 1 )'n 
t=O n 

where r n = I;i,,;J<nlz lU/n), with I as in Proposition 6. 

Remarks. First if p=2, equation (22) still makes sense since, in this 
case, <(n-1)/2)=0. Second, as Boyarski points out, it is not difficult to 
deduce these equations from the others already proven. Indeed, if one 
sets 

for x e Zp one obtains 

for x e N, easily from (11). This equation remains valid for all x e ZP by 
continuity. The evaluation of <fin{O) is accomplished using (12). Finally, 
using (12) again we see that 

I' 11(1/2)2=(- l)CP+l)/2. 

As I'p(l/2)=((p-1)/2)!modp, this determines it. In fact it follows 
from the analytic class number formula [M], [C] that 

I'p(l/2)=(-1)("(-p)+l)/ 2 

whenp=3(4) andp>3 and ifp=1(4), 

I' p(l/2)=(- I)<"<Pl+1J12t(.s) 

where h(d) is the class number of Q(,,/d) and if P=1(4), .sis a funda
mental unit of Q(,,/p)CCP which is greater than one in some real embed-
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ding. Also here and below, for an integer k e Cp, we set t(k)=t(k). 
The following identities include those of Hasse-Davenport [H-D], 

Dwork, Langlands [B], and Kubert [Ku]. 

Theorem 11. Letf e N*, q=p', be Q/Z, de N*, (d,p)= I such that 
(q- I)db=O. Let SCQ/Z be a set of representatives for the orbits of the 
subgroup of(Z/(q-I)dZ)* generated by q acting on b+(l/d)Z/Zc;;.Q/Z. 
For s e S let o(s) denote the order of the orbit containing s. Then 

where./- p =n-<P- 1>12• 

Note that Theorems 9 and 10 imply 

with r a as above. 
Taking b=O in the above Theorem we get 

Corollary lla. 

and when q= l(mod d) this equals 

( 1 )2((d-1/2)) 
(- l)<q-l>ta(([(d- I)/2]2-[(d-1)/2])/2)q[<a- 1>t2Jgq 2 . 

Proof The second part of the corollary follows from the identity: 

gq(s)gq(-s)=(- I)<q-!l<•>q 

ifs e Q/Z, s=;i=O, (q- l)s=O. 

Before we begin the proof we need several lemmas. 

Lemma 12. Let a e Q/Z, de N*. Then 

if r p((a + ~)) 
i=O J <p,z(d(a> )JB(d(a)) 

I'p((da)) 

where B(x)=[(r(x)-x)fp]+[-r(x)fp]-[-x]for x e Q+ nzP where r(x) is 
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any element of Z such that lx-r(x)l<l. 

Proof. This is an easy consequence of (11), noting that, for 
x e Q+ nzp, B(x)=#{i: 1 <i<x, i$x modp}. 

Lemma 13. lf x e R, I:,t~l (x+(i/d))=(dx)+(d-1)/2. 

Pr"of. The proof is straightforward. 

Lemma 14. With be Q/Z, q=p 1 , (q-l)b=O, we have 

Proof. Write (pb) =n/(q-1) with O<n<q-1. Then the right
hand side equals 

p<p(:~1)>-p<;>=p<; + p(qn_l))-p<;>= q:1 
since n/p+n/p(q-1)< 1. 

Lemma 15. With notation as in the theorem. 

/-1 /-1 
Li A'(d(pib) )= Li B(d(p 1b) ). 
i•O i=O 

Proof. Taking r(d(p 1b))=(l-q<l')d(p 1b), we have 

B(d(p1b))= [(q<I- l~(pib)] + [ qad~ib) ]-[--d(p1b)]. 

Suppose 

with O<a1 <p. Define a1, Vie Z, so that a1+a1 =a 1• Then we easily de
duce that 

B(d(pib))= [ d;- 1 ] +[-d(qap 1 - 1b)]-[-d(p 1b)] 

= [ da_1] +[-d<(p1-1)*b)]-[-d(p1b)] 
p . 

+d<(pi-1)*b)-d(qrlpi-1b) 
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where (pH)*=pt-i if i>O andp 1 - 1, i=O, using the fact that 

(d<cb)-d<qdcb)) e Z. 

Thus 

(24) % B(d<pib) )= % [ d;-i] + d(% <pJb)-~ <qdpt-1b)) 

= i 1 [da_i] +d( <P'-1b)-<qdp-lb) ). 
i=O p 

On the other hand, 

A'(d<pib))= p;l d<pib)+((d<pi°:_1 >p-p;l) 

= p;l d<pib)-<(qd-ltd<ptb)> 

=[d:i ]+a( p;l <pib)-<(qd-;<ptb)>)· 

The lemma now follows from Lemma 14 and (24). 

Lemma 16. With notation as in Lemma 15, 

/-1 /-1 n aB(d(plb)J=J(a)<q-l)d(b) n tfA(d(p'b». 

i=O i=O 
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Proof Since (q-l)Ao(d<ptb)) e Z, it follows from the previous 
lemma that the ratio of the two sides is a (q- l) st root of unity. We 
only have to evaluate it mod p. First, 

and 

Second, from this and (24), we see easily that 
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This completes the proof. 

Proof of Theorem I I. The left-hand side of (23) equals 

,rM .Vs c:tt-lr/(p's>))=nM .QsOI°J'.f\rp((qkpis))) 

=nM 1ff 'Yf rp((p 1h+..!:.__)) 
J=Oi=O d 
f-1 

=trM IT (I'p((pidb))dB(d,(pib))<fia,(d(pib))) 
J=O 

f-1 
=trM-Ngq(db)<fia,(O)f IT dB(d,(pib))-A.(d,(pib)), 

J=O 

using Theorems 9 and 10, where 

f-1 d,-1< j) 
M= 2::: s.o,,i(s)=(p-1) 2::: 2::: pih+-

ses i=OJ=O d 
f-1 

N =Sq(db)= (p-I) 2::: (ptdp) 
i=O 

using the definition of Sq. Lemma 13 implies 

M-N=f(d-I)(p-I). 
2 

The theorem follows from Lemma 16. 

Remarks. It seems natural to ask whether or not there are more 
multiplicative identities among the Gauss sums, gq(b). 

VI. The Frobenius Matrix of Fermat Curves 

Because of its importance and because there is no adequate treat
ment elsewhere in the literature we would like to demonstrate how the 
methods of [K] and [G-K] lead to the determination of the matrix of Fro-
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benius acting on the standard basis of the first de Rham cohomology 
group of a Fermat curve. We will also indicate, briefly, how the intrigu
ing argument sketched in [BJ can also be turned into a determination of 
this matrix. 

Suppose K is a finite unramified extension of QP. Let a denote the 
absolute Frobenius automorphism of K. Suppose Xis a proper smooth 
connected curve over K with good reduction. Let H(X) denote the first 
de Rham cohomology group of X. Then there exists a canonical a-linear 
endomorphism ([J of H(X) called the Frobenius endomorphism. Let Q be 
a point in X(K) and Uthe residue class of X containing Q. Let T be a 
uniformizing parameter on U centered at Q. Suppose now w and v are 
differentials of the second kind on X regular on U such that in H(X), 
([Jw= av for some a e K. Suppose 

w= I; b(n)PdT/T 

and 

v= I; c(n)PdT/T 

on U. The coefficients of these two series are bounded and we have, 

Theorem 17. Suppose the class of v is not in the unit root subspace 
of H(X). Then there exists a sequence {ni} of integers such that n;--~O and 

a= lim pb( ni)u / c(pni). 

Proof By Corollary 5.9.6 of [K], the coefficients of the series 

I; c(n)P/n 

are unbounded, while those of 

are bounded. Hence there exists a sequence {n;} such that 

c(ni)/n;-+oo 

and there exists a constant A such that 

jb(n)"/n-ac(pn)/pnj~A. 

It follows that ni-+0 and 
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This concludes the proof. 

Remark. This generalizes and slightly weakens Theorem 6.2 of [K]. 

Now, we will apply this result to Fermat curves. Let Fm denote the 
smooth plane curve with affine model 

over QP where m is an integer prime top. Let 

Wa,b = uavb( v/u)d(u/v). 

Then, {wa,b: O<a, b, a+b<m} forms a basis of the holomorphic differ
entials on Fm (even over Zp) and {wa,b: O<a, b<m, a+b=;t=m} forms a 
basis of H(Fm) (but not over Zp for p<m). For a real number t, (t) will 
denote the fractional part of t and [t] the greatest integer less than or 
equal to t. Let l={(r, s) e 1/mZX 1/mZ: r+s=;t=O}. For t e Q/Z, (t) 
will denote the fractional part of any representative of t in Q. For 
(r, s) e / we set 

e(r, s)= (r)+(s)-(r+s) 

K(r, s)=(l-( (r) + (s) ))•<r,s) 

v,,, = K(r, s)wm<r>,m<•>· 

Now {v,,,: (r, s) e /} forms a basis for H(Fm) over ZP. (Recall, this means 
that v,,s is locally holomorphic plus exact over Zp). Moreover for (r, s) 
e/ 

lJr,s·lie,u=O 

with respect to the cup product, unless (t, u)=(-r, -s) in which case 

l) • l) = (- l)•<r,s) r,s -r,-s • 

We wish to compute the matrix of (P with respect to this basis. 

We follow [K]. We expand wa,b at the point x=O, y= I on Fm with 
respect to the parameter x. We find, 

where 

.( b ) --1 
ba,in)=(- J)<n-a)/m m 

(n-a)/m 
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with the understanding, that this expression is zero as whenever (n-a)/m 
is not an integer. Now {wa,b: O<a, b<m, a+b:;t=m} is an eigenbasis for 
the obvious action of µm X µm. It follows from this that there exists a 
constant aa,b E QP such that in H(Fm) 

where O<a', b'<m are such that a'=.pamodm and b'=.pbmodm. Sup
pose ma,b is not in the unit root subspace (this is automatic if wa,b is 
holomorphic). It follows from the previous theorem that there exists a 
sequence of positive integers {ni} tending toward zero such that 

aa,b = Iim pba,ini)/ba, ,b,(pni). 

If we set ki=(ni-a)/m, then ki must be an integer and kr-+-<afm). 

Hence 

a =lim(-l)Cp-!Jk,+[p(afm>Jp(<bfm)-1)/( <pb/m)-l ) 
a,b ki pki+[p<afm)] . 

Now this limit was evaluated in [G-K]. More precisely; 

Lemma 18. We have 

lim (<b/m)-1)/( <pb/m)-l ) 
k pk+[p<am)] 

ask runs through positive integers approaching -<afm), equals 

cAI'p(l-<pa/m))I'p(I-<pb/m))/I' p(I-<pa/m)-<pb/m)). 

Where I' P denotes the p-adic gamma function, 

c=(- l)!+(p-!)(pa/m)+[p(a/m)J 

(note the middle term is considered even when p is odd) and 

A=p-,c<aim>,<bfm>lK(a/m, b/m)- 1 

unless K(pa/m, pb/m)=.0 mod p, in which case A= 1. 

Because the conclusion of the above lemma differs from the cor
responding statements in [G-K] we will give the proof. 

Proof Since the binomial coefficient (:) is a polynomial in x and 
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(pb/m)=p(b/m)-[p(b/m)], the above limit equals: 

1. 1. (-h-1)/(-ph-[p(b/m)]-1) 
im im k pk+[p(a/m)] 

as h approaches - (b/m) and k approaches - (a/m). Now, 

while 

( -h-1)=(- l)'Jh+k)! 
k h!k! 

( -ph-[p(b/m)]- l) 
pk+[p(a/m)] 

=(- l)Ph+[p(a/m)] (p(h+k)-J-[p(a/m) ]+[p(b/m)]) !_ 
(ph+[p(a/m)])!(pk+[p(b/m)])! 

By definition, for positive integers n, 

I' p(l +n)=( - l)n+1n!/[n/p] !pCn/PJ. 

Claim: [p(a/m)]+[p(b/m)]<p iff (a/m)+(b/m )<I or 

I-((pa/m)+(pb/m))=O modp. 

It is clear that [p(a/m)]+[p(b/m)]<p if (a/m)+(b/m)<I. There
fore suppose (a/m)+(b/m)>I. We may assume O<a,b<m. Write b= 
m-a+c with O<c<a and 

pa=nm+r 

with O<r<m. Then 

pb=(p-n)m+ pc-r. 

Now pm>pa>nm+r?:.nm, sop> n. Also 

-m <pc-r<p(a-1)-r=nm-p <(p- I)m. 

Hence [p(a/m)]+[p(b/m)]<p iff pc<r, (pa/m)=r/m and (pb/m) 
= 1 +(pc-r)/m iff l-((pa/m)+(pb/m))=O modp. This establishes 
the claim. 

We now see that the h, k term in the above limit is equal to the 
product of 
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(- l)(p-l)h+[p(a/m)] 

A(- J)1+p(k+k)+[p(a/m)]+[p(b/m)]p-(h+k) 

XI'p(l +p(h+k)+[p(a/m)]+[p(b/m)])- 1 

(- l)l+ph+[p(a/m>Jp"I'p(l +ph+[p(a/m)]) 

( - l)l+pk+[p(b/m>]pkI' p(I + pk+ [p(b/m)]) 
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where A= I if (a/m)+(b/m)<I or 1-(<pa/m)+(pb/m))=0 modp and 

p-1(1 +h+k)-1 

otherwise. Hence finally the h, k term equals 

times 

A(- J)l+(p-l)h+[p(a/m)] 

I'p(I + ph+[p(a/m)])I'p(I +Pk+[p(b/m)]) 
I'p(I + p(h+k)+[p(a/m)]+[p(b/m)]) 

Since I' P is continuous, this converges to the limit given in the state-
ment of the lemma. · 

Corollary. We have, 

<Xa,b=tApI'p(l-(pa/m))I'p(l-(pb/m) )/I' p(I-( (pa/m) + (pb/m) )) 

with A as in the lemma and 

t=(- J)l+(p-l)((pa/m)+(pb1m». 

Note that this is just - I if p is odd. 

We have; 

Theorem 19. In H(Fm) 

where 

Q = l p•<-r,-•> r i (p(r+s)>) 
t'r,s r,, I'p{(pr))I'p((ps)) 

where 
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tr,,=(- I)'(r,s) when p is odd and 
tr,,=(- l)'(r,s)+(2r)+(2s) whenp=2. 

Lemma 20. Suppose (r, s) E / such that K(pr,ps)-==Omodp, then 

K(pr,ps)=pK(r, s) 

e(pr,ps)=e(r, s). 

Proof The last statement follows immediately from the previous 
one. Now write 

p<r) +P<s) =[pr] +[ps]+ <ps) + <pr) 

=[pr]+[ps]+ 1 +K(ps, pr). 

Hence our hypothesis implies 

[pr]+[ps]+I=O modp. 

But O<[pr], [ps]<p, [pr]+[ps]=p- I which gives the lemma. 

and 

and 

Proof of Theorem. From Proposition 6 , we have 

I' p(I -<pr))=(- I)l((pr))I' p( <pr)) 

I' p(I-<ps) )=(- l) 1C<ps))I'p(<ps)) 

I' p(I -<pr)-<ps) )=(- I)IC<Pr>+<ps))I' p( <Pr)+ <ps)) 

= ( - l)zc<pr>+<P•>J+1I'( <p(r+s))) when K(pr,ps)=Omodp 

=(- I) 1C(pr)+(ps))K(pr, ps)I' p( <p(r+s))) otherwise. 

From this, the corollary, the previous lemma and the definition of l-'r,., we 
deduce the theorem for vr,, not in the unit root subspace except for the 
sign, which at this point equals: 

( _ 1 )1 + (p-1) ((pr)+ (ps)) + l((pr)+ (ps)) +!((pr))+ l ((ps)) + j(pr ,ps), 

where j(r, s)= 1 when K(r, s)=O mod p and O otherwise. To get the sign 
in the above simple form we need 
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Lemma 21. Let (r, s) e /. Then, 
(i) l(I-r)====p-l(r)mod2 
(ii) l(x)====l(x-I)+(x--I) mod2 ifp=2 
(iii) /(<Pr)+ <ps) )=/( <p(r+s)) )+e(pr, ps)+j(pr, ps) mod 2 
(iv) /( <p(r+s)) )+/(<Pr))+/( <ps) )= I +e(r, s)+e(pr, ps) mod 2. 

We leave the proof, as well as the deduction of sign, to the reader. 

Now by duality we have 

J3r,s/3-r, -s = ( - I)•(r,s) + e(pr,ps)p. 
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The theorem in general follows from this and the previous lemma, since as 
we mentioned earlier the holomorphic differentials are not in the unit root 
subspace. 

We will now indicate, briefly, how the argument sketched in [BJ may 
be turned into another calculation of this Frobenius matrix. This calcula
tion is analogous to the classical proof that the Beta function is a product 
of Gamma functions. Unfortunately, while the proof uses results which 
should be standard in p-adic analysis, like the Kunneth formula, it is very 
difficult to extract them from the literature. We will only explain the 
heart of this computation. 

Let Am denote the affine Artin-Schreier curve given by the equation; 

The key to the following computation is the following correspondence be
tween AmXAm and FmXAm. We represent AmXAm by the equations: 

and Fm X Am by the equations: 

Finally, we let W denote the fiber product of Am X Am and Fm X Am over 
the a X b plane via the equations 

a=cu, b=cv. 

Now we don't want to consider all of any of the above surfaces, but rather, 
certain rigid subspaces of them. 

First, we let A~ denote the affinoid subdomain of Am, where lal<l 
(in the co ordinates xP-x=am). We also let F~ denote the affinoid sub
domain of W where I u ! < 1. Let W 0 denote the affinoid subdomain of W 
where lul<l and lcl:s;:l. Let/: W 0 --+A~XA~ and g: W 0 --+F~XA~ 
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denote the natural maps. Let 0(T)=0p(T) be the Dwork exponential 
defined in Section II. Now set 

1Jr(a)= O(x)ar da/a 

and as above 

Wr,s = urv•(v/u) d(u/v). 

Then, 7Jr(a) is an overconvergent differential on AC:,. and of course wr,s is 
an overconvergent differential on FC:,.. (We use the corresponding nota
tion for our other presentations of Am.) The following is the analogue of 
the change of variables argument in the classical theory of the Beta func
tion. 

Lemma 22. As overconvergent differentials on W 0, 

f*(7Jr(a) l\1j,(b)) = g*(wr,s I\ 1Jr+ ,(c )). 

Proof On W 0, 

f*(7Jr(a) I\ 7Js(b)) = O(x)ar da/a /\0(y)b' db/b 

= O(x)(cu)' d(cu)/(cu) /\0(y)(cv )' d(cv)/(cv) 

= U7 V'( v/u)d(u/v) /\0(x)0(y)cr+s dc/c. 

To complete the proof, it suffices to show that 0(x)0(y)=0(z), and since 
these are overconvergent rigid analytic functions on W 0 it suffices to check 
this on an open subset of W 0• The open subset we will consider is the set 
Uwhere \zl<I. On Uwe also have \xl<I and IYl<I. Hence on U, 

0(x)0(y) = exp (rc(x- xP)) exp (rc(y-- yP)) 

since exp (rcT) converges on the open unit disk, and this equals 

exp (-rcam) exp (-rcbm)=exp (-rc(am+bm)) 

=exp (-rc((cur+(cv)m))=exp (-rccm)=exp (rc(z-zP))=O(z), 

as required. This completes the proof. 

To obtain the Frobenius matrix from this, one has to interpret the 
above differentials as dagger cohomology classes. Suppose O<u<2m, 
u=f=m, is an integer. By an elementary computation, 

1)u = S(u)1)m(ufm> 

where 
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S(u)= 1 if u<m, 

=1r· 1(<ufm)-l) if u>m. 

For an integer u let u' denote the least positive residue of pu mod m. Sup
pose, in the following, that r, s, tare positive integers such that r, s, t <m, 
r+s=t=m. By comparing the dagger cohomology of A?,. with the spaces Lb 
of Section III and using the computation after Corollary 8.1 (see [L] Chapter 
16) we see that as dagger cohomology classes on A?,., 

tJ)r;, = a,r;,, 

where 

a,= -pI'p(l-r'/m)/rr<pr-r')fm. 

It follows from this and Lemma 22 that as dagger cohomology classes on 
W 0 we have on the one hand 

tJ)g*(m,,, /\r;tCc))= g*(tJ)(w,,, I\ 71i(c))) 

=g*(</)m,,,/\ </)r;i(c)) 

= g*(/3,,,m,, ,•' /\rxt1Jt,(c)) 

= /3,,,atg*(m,,,., /\r;t,(c)) 

where /3,,, is as above, while on the other hand, 

</)g*(m,,, I\ 1Jr+ ,(c))= ([}J*(71,(a) I\ 71,(b)) 

= a,a.!*(71,,(a) I\ 71,,(b)) 

= a,a,g*(m,, ,•' I\ 7),, + ,,(c)). 

Taking t=m<(r+s)/m) and putting these formulas together we see that, 
in cohomology, 

where 

S=S(r' +s')/S(r +s). 

Theorem 19 follows immediately from this once we know that 
g*(m,,,,,/\r;t,(c)) is not exact. But this follows from the Kunneth formula 
and the fact that g is a finite morphism. 
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